
CITIZENSHIP and STARS 
 

A high-quality citizenship education provides pupils with knowledge, skills and 
understanding that they need to play a full and active part in society. At Woldgate School, 
STARS is delivered in one hour sessions each week, containing a whole-year group assembly 
linked to the lesson theme, to all pupils and students from Year 7 to 13.  Citizenship 
education in particular fosters pupils’ awareness and understanding of democracy, 
government and how laws are made and upheld.  

Our lessons, planned centrally and delivered by form tutors to their children, equips pupils 
with the skills and knowledge to explore political and social issues critically, to weigh 
evidence, debate and make reasoned arguments. It also prepares pupils to take their place 
in society as responsible citizens, manage their money well and make sound financial 
decisions. 

Alongside this, pupils will also experience much of their Relationships and Sex Education 
through the STARS lessons though these – as with the Citizenship curriculum – is also mapped 
against each subject through their ‘value’ statement, meaning we all share responsibility for its 
delivery.  Parents have the right to request that their child is withdrawn from the non-
compulsory parts of the RSE provision.  Details of how to do this are available in our 
Relationships and Sex Education policy.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our vision: 

 

 



Our teaching: 

Our delivery of Citizenship addresses three types of knowledge we wish children to engage with: 

Firstly, ‘substantive’ knowledge.  This includes knowledge about politics and government – key 
facts and information that are crucial to their understanding. 

Secondly, ‘ways of knowing’: pupils learn to have conversations and debates about these issues, 
acknowledging differences ins perspective and how these can be reconciled to share British 
Values. 

Finally, ‘personal knowledge’: pupils build an awareness of their own viewpoint, how it affects 
their perspective and how it can change with experience and knowledge. 

Substantive knowledge in Citizenship and STARS.   

While much of the Citizenship curriculum focuses on teachers equipping pupils with the skills 
and knowledge to explore political and social issues critically, to weigh evidence, debate 
and make reasoned arguments, there is also a clear knowledge base they need to 
understand.   This includes: 

• a knowledge and understanding of how the United Kingdom is governed, its political 
system and how citizens participate actively in its democratic systems of 
government  

• a knowledge and understanding of the role of law and the justice system in our 
society and how laws are shaped and enforced 

In the same way, sex and relationships education, which is also delivered through STARs, has 
its own body of knowledge.  For example, the steps necessary to carry out basic first aid or 
types of contraception and their benefits and drawbacks. 

‘Ways of knowing’ in Citizenship and STARS 

Pupils and teachers will discuss key issues relating to Citizenship and Relationships in the RE 
classroom. Our teachers reflect carefully on how they intend to frame their classroom 
discussions. 

Pupils will learn different types of conversation and debate (and the assumptions and 
controversies that can be found within them).  Learning about ‘ways of knowing’ enables pupils 
to think about, to question and critique whose perspective is being heard through the 
representations of traditions, and why. 

‘Personal knowledge’ in Citizenship and STARS 

Citizenship is a place in the curriculum where there are opportunities for pupils to consider their 
own personal backgrounds and influences.  As well as bringing their personal knowledge to the 
subject, the subject also has the power to build the personal knowledge children have through 
lesson activities.  Their personal views may therefore shift or differ subtly  through study of new 
topics.  As discussed within our assessment section, we ask pupils to reflect on their personal 
viewpoints throughout their studies. 



Our curriculum. 

Our curriculum is organised into two scheme – self and others.  Throughout their time at Woldgate they will move between these themes, 
revisiting concepts such as employability, politics, and relationships in increasing complex and age-appropriate ways. 

 

Citizenship  PSHE (including RSE) Careers and IAG 

 Year 7 LS Assembly 
theme 

Year 8 Year 9 MS Assembly 
theme 

Year 10 Year 11 US Assembly 
theme 

Autumn Term 1 
5/9/22 – 21/10/22 

7 weeks 
 

Getting to know 
each other 
Rights and 

responsibilities 
Democracy (leading 

to form rep 
election) 

Democracy, 
responsibilities 

The Youth Courts 
 

The work of the 
local council 

 
 
 
 

The work of the UN 
Human Rights 

 
 

Law, justice. UK constitution: 
The role of the 
monarchy/ who 

should vote? 
Dictatorship case 

study: North Korea/ 
UK and 

Commonwealth/EU 
 

Beyond 16 work 
NCS presentation 

Career paths 

Active citizenship/ 
benefits of 

volunteering 

Autumn Term 2 
 

31/10/22 – 
16/12/22 
7 weeks 

Respect 
Types of bullying 
(including online) 

Who to turn to 
 
 
 

Global Enterprise 
Week 

Bullying, cyber 
bullying, e-safety, 

asking for help/ 

Safe and 
responsible use of 

the 
internet/identify 

and develop 
strategies to reduce 
risk online, impact 
of life events on 

health and 
wellbeing/asking 

for help 
 

Global Enterprise 
Week 

RSE: delaying early 
sex/ contraception/ 

STIs/accessing 
sexual health 

services  
LGBTQ  

 
 

Global Enterprise 
Week 

Dangers of sharing 
information online/ 
benefits of positive 

social media use 
 

RSE: Sex and the 
law, Consent, 

consequences of 
sharing images/ 

Distorted image of 
reality/how to get 

help in relationships 
if needed 

 
Global Enterprise 

Week 

Characteristics of 
unhealthy 

relationships 
Control and 

exploitation in 
relationships/ 

consequences of 
unplanned 
pregnancy 

Mocks 
 

Global Enterprise 
Week 

Characteristics and 
benefits of healthy 
relationships/ 
recognising 
unwanted attention 
online and how to 
deal with it 



Spring Term 1 
 

03/01/23 – 
10/02/23 
6 weeks 

Community 
Different types of 

families/relationshi
ps/ 

Gender identity 

Gender and 
discrimination, 

Raising aspirations 
Options process 1 

Local Market 
Information 
relating to 

careers/options 
subjects 

 
BAE/STEM activity 

 

What can you trust 
on the internet? 

Critical analysis of 
online content 

 
 

 Characteristics of 
mental/ health 

disorders/ anxiety/ 
depression 

Coping strategies/ 
pre-empt triggers 

 

CV’s  
Cover letters 

Interview 
techniques 

Effects of stress on 
the boy and how to 

manage it 
Managing your 

online reputation 
 

Spring Term 2 
 

20/02/23 – 
31/03/23 
6 weeks  

Why do we work? 
The world of work 

Big local employers 
 

STEM/employer 
activity 

 

Careers Children’s Rights 
Discrimination 

unacceptability of 
prejudice-based 

language and 
behaviour, offline 

and online, 
including sexism, 

Protected 
characteristics 
(homophobia, 

biphobia, 
transphobia 

amongst others), 
racism. 

Options process 2 
Futures - Career 
paths (including 

digital legacy 
employer 

perspective) 
 
 

STEM/employer 
activity 

 

Careers 
Appropriate 

language 

Diversity in 
relationships, 

sexuality, 
challenging victim 
blaming, reminder 
sexual health and 

sexual health 
services 

Preparation for 
Mock Interview Day 

Balanced approach 
to spending time 

online 
Pros/cons online 

relationships with 
people (in different 

contexts) 
How data is used to 
influence people i.e. 

advertising 

Summer Term 1 
17/04/23 – 
26/05/23 
6 weeks 

Healthy body/ 
Healthy mind 

What is wellbeing? 
Importance of sleep 

Health, self-
confidence, self-

esteem, challenging 
stereotyping, 

building resilience 

RSE: Positive 
relationships, 

positive friendships, 
Types of 

relationship, 
The difference 

between biological 
sex, gender identity 

and sexual 
orientation/consent 

 

Political Parties and 
national democracy 

Current political 
issues 

Benefits of positive 
relationships 

Youth and violent 
crime (including 

gangs) and 
punishments  

Exam preparation Crime, justice, 
democracy 

Distortion of truth 
on social media 

Social media trolls/ 
problems with 
policing social 

media 

Summer Term 2 
05/06/23 – 
25/07/23 
7 weeks 

Finish off Healthy 
body/ Healthy mind 

Global citizenship 
Send My Friend to 

School 

Globalisation, trade, 
fair trade / etc. 

Healthy body: 
Dangers of alcohol 
abuse and tobacco  

 
Consumer Rights 

Mental Health: 
Internet Vs reality 

Body image/ eating 
disorders/ how the 
media portray sex 
and relationships 

 

Physical and mental 
health 

Workplace 
behaviour 

(preparation for 
WE) 

Talks from local 
employers on work 

place behaviour 
Digital behaviour 

Exams/ not in 
school 

Challenging 
prejudice and 

discrimination (inc 
the work place) 



YEAR 
11

YEAR 
10

YEAR 
9

YEAR 
8

YEAR 
7

A
U
T
U
M
N

S
P
R
I
N
G

SUMMER

A
U
T
U
M
N

S
P
R
I
N
G

SUMMER

A
U
T
U
M
N

S
P
R
I
N
G

SUMMER

A
U
T
U
M
N

S
P
R
I
N
G

SUMMER

A
U
T
U
M
N

S
P
R
I
N
G

SUMMER

Democracy

Rights and 
responsibilities

Respect

Electing form 
representatives

E-SafetyTypes of 
bullying

Getting to know 
each other

Gender and 
discrimination

Different types of families 
and relationships 

Community

The world 
of work

Gender 
identity

Healthy 
body

Law and 
justice

The work of 
the UN

Human 
Rights

RSE

Delaying 
early sex

STIs

Contraception Accessing sexual 
health services

LGBTQ+ Options 
process 

Future career 
paths

What can you trust 
on the internet

Critical analysis of 
online content

Internet 
vs Reality

Mental 
Health

Body
 image

Political 
parties

Current 
political issues

Politics

National 
democracy

Careers STEM
skills

Global 
citizenship

Healthy 
mind

WellbeingGlobalisationLaw and 
Justice

Youth 
courts

The local 
council

Responsible use 
of the internet

Impact on health 
and wellbeing

Raising 
aspirations

Careers and options 
information

RSE

Positive 
relationships

The difference between biological sex, 
gender identity and sexual orientation

Dangers of 
alcohol abuse

Positive 
friendships

Healthy 
Body

Dangers of 
tobacco

Children’s 
rights

Protected 
characteristics

Local 
Market

Discrimination

Anxiety & 
depression

Effects 
of stress

Coping 
strategies

Diversity in relationships 
and sexuality

Mental 
Health

Digital 
behaviour

Workplace 
behaviour

Punishments

Crime, justice
 and democracy

Youth and 
violent crime

Preparation for 
Work Experience

UK constitution

UK & the 
commonwealth

Dictatorships

Healthy
relationships

ConsentRSE

Characteristics of 
unhealthy relationships

Control and 
exploitation

CV’s Cover letters Interview 
techniques

Preparation for 
mock interview day

Exam 
preparation

Beyond 16National Citizens 
Service

Career 
Paths

Role of the 
monarchy

G C S E  E X A M I N AT I O N S

S TA R S



How is our curriculum sequenced?: 

Content is revisited frequently, using a spiral curriculum model with key issues returned to at 
greater depth and detail – and relevancy to a child’s stage – throughout their time at Woldgate.  
For example, introductions to the world of work and enterprise in Year 7 build to guidance on 
specific careers, the local job market, work experience, and culminate in our mock interview day 
in which all children are interviewed by local business. 

In the same way, the citizenship theme moves from the specific – including school-level 
democracy (coinciding with the election of form representatives) to UK politics, to case studies 
of democracies and dictatorships around the world.   

All topics are linked to the schema of self and others and consequently these themes are 
developed throughout their time at school. 

 

 

Assessment: 

Assessment takes the form of peer and self-assessment. Pupils will discuss and debate with 
each other. Pupils will carry out regular red and purple pen work and this will be a 
combination of low stakes testing of key knowledge and facts as well as evaluative work – 
through speech and writing – in which they reflect on the issues discussed. 

 

How families can support: 

Families can support pupils by asking pupils what they have been studying in class and discussing 
these issues with them. Parents are also requested to attend the careers fair with their son or 
daughter and to encourage their child to take part in school based events such as our school 
council elections. 
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